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The Film Music of Bernard Herrmann
Musiques de Film de Bernard Herrmann.
National Philharmonic, London Philharmonic
Orchestras, Herrmann (cond.). Decca Classiques 414 296-1.
Les

This album contains three of the four Dec-

callondon Phase Four records devoted to
the tilm music of Bernard Herrmann: Ihe
Fantasy Film World of Bernard Herrmann;
The Mysterious Film World of Bernard Herr-

mann; and Music from the Great Movie
Thrillers (directed by Alfred Hitchcock). The

first two have long resided on HP's recom-

mended list. The Hitchcock record has less
formidable sound, but is still worth having,
expecially for the suites from Vertit" and
Psycho.

The fourth Phase Four Herrmann .. -:io,
unfortunately not included here, is entttled
Music f rom Great Film Classics (London SP
441M). This is by far the least important of
this series because much of the music is
available elsewhere on a Unicorn album devoted to the music of Herrmann (UNS 237 or
UNI-72008). lt is nevertheless essential for
Herrmann fans because of the brooding music f rom Jane Eyre not available elsewhere.
These recordings have been alluded to on
many occasions by the writers of this magazine, and I discussed the Fantasy and
Myslerious Film World albums flssue 301. So
why bring them up again now? The original
Decca versions have better sound than their
London counterparts. They retain and may
even surpass the clarity of the London ver-

this recording, it's a letdown.

-AD
HP comments:
AD is so kind to this recording that I feel like a Snidely Whiplash when I say I Ii?d]l:
clull' artu
highs congested, grainy, white, and dry and the overall sound strangely recessed,
unlifelike
uninvolving,
production
And I wondered*ny Sn"ttield would send us neither a test pressing nor the
: ; ' of this. Should've known.
Living
:rne-line review? They have achieved here the polar opposite of Mercury's
;nce-that is, Sheffield Dead Absence'

sions but are less shrill and raspy on the

high end. The original Deccas represent the
finest Phase Four recordings ever made from
a purely sonic standpoint (surpassing Quo
Vadrs and Ben Hufi. They are classics which

are virtually unavailable in their original
English pressings. There are still a few
copies circulating in London at places like

That's Entertainment and 58 Dean Street, but
the prices are high and they are in unaccept-

i ble condition.
This threerecord album is now available
all over London for a price of about twenty

dollars at the presenl exchange rate (August
1985). The pressings are good. Surfaces are

nearly flawless. They are transferred at a
lcwer level than the originals; but with a
siight volume boost that the surfaces tolerate. the sound is not far behind that of the

originals.

What about the sound? lt does not quite
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have the f ierce impact

that the Decca recordings have. Nor is there as much clarity or
open airiness. Things get a litile smeary and
raspy towards the end of the sides. The new

discs do retain the timbral accuracy of the
British originals, and are, at the least, the
equal of the American London pressings.
To sum up: These are quintessential Herrmann recordings His unique and characteristic orchestrations have never been befler
captured. Anywhere. His film scores are not
necessarily conceircd in terms of an orchestra playing in a concerl lrall in the traditional
sense. They are therefore readily adaptable
to Phase Four's aggressive multi-miking
techniques without suffering much. Natural
concert hall recordings tlrey are not. But as
spectacularly analytic demonstrations of the
timbre and individual color and harmonic
texture of the brass and woodwind sections
of the orchestra, they have no peer.
lf you have been bitten by the Herrmann
bug, waste no time. The Decca originals are
essentially unavailable, and the Hitchcock
record is just about impossible to f ind in its
American pressing. This set makes an adequate substitute at an incredibly reasonable
price Giren their availability in London, they
should be obtainable through the usual mail
order services and American sources of foreign imports.
,ABL

Part ll: Decca Phase Four
ROSS|trll: Overtures. Royal Philharmonic Or.
chestra, Carlos Paita (cond.).[ony DAmato
(producer); Arthur Lilley (eng.).] Phase Four
PFS 4386.

The name of Carlos Paita is nol even men-

tioned in the current Gramophon Classical
Catalogue artist index nor in the Schrryann
Artist /ssue, Tis a pity, ercn an injusticg for
this Argentinian conductor is an exceptional,
if temperanrental, musician. Those who have
missed hearing a performance under paita
should cast an ear to his brilliant interpreta-

tions of these well-worn overtures.
This album was issued in December 1g76
and there is a combination of appropriate
solemnity and joyousness in these performances that is most attractive, and a combination of delicacy and swagger that lifts

them onto a plane well above the norm. The
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It was indeed a time of change, as Decca
was being taken over as a company and losing its individual identity (in terms of person-

obvious comparison f or IAS readers is with
the Reiner/Cl-ricago album. Those who have
not heard Paita will probably disbelieve v;hen

ed to that cloth-eared critical and public
hostility thal seemed to have made the very
name Phase Four into certain market failure.
None of this, of course, explains why this is
such a sonically astounding recording.
This album was made as a sequel to an

deep into the music so that the allegros
sparkle, after introductions which so judi'
ciously set the scene.
ln terms of sound, matlers are not all in
favor of Lewis Layton's Chicago magic,
either. Ferhaps Arthur Lilley has not quite
captured the awesome representation of a
full orchestra in a responsive auditorium to

of a performance of Stravinsky's

the same extent as Laylon on the BCA, but
he has created a very real sense of the RPO
laid out within a large sPace.
Lilley's Phase Four microphoning and balancing actually works better in at least one
aspect, since, for once, Lewis Layton's spot
mikes over the woodwinds let him down in
terms of sonic integration. Lilley manages
to "place" the woodwinds more authentically
within the body of the ensemble.
Other aspects of the Phase Four sound

Arthur Lilley made most of the on'site

dled

thamstow Town Hall, for example, and this

Gaz-

recording

gain

Kingsway Hall.
Arthur Bannister, on the other hand, trod
the boards of Decca's Studio 3 in Hampstead
and recorded the majority of the studio performances. Thus, all of the illusirative sec'
tions on the album under review were record'
ed by him when the orchestra visited the
studio following the completion of the "live"
complete performance. These extracts con'
sist of caretully arranged demonstrations for
the understanding and control of imaging,
balancg channel separation, phasing, transient response, and so on. A clearer guide
to these and many other factors in the reproduction of recorded music is not easy to

scores over RCA).
The imaging is precise yet withoul draw'
ing attention to itself and those images have
a full-bodied dimensionality. Perhaps the
n

g conditions (temperature,

hum

idity)

which gave rise to transients slightly less
crisp than one expects to hear from Phase
Four also gave rise to that remarkable cohesiveness of sound.

A Guide to Better Listening. Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, Hans Vonk (cond.) I'ony
DAmato 1prod.); Baymond Few (recording

director); Arthur Bannister and Arthur Lilley
(engineers).1 Decca PFFS 1.
This is not, strictly, a Phase Four records labelling, but it

of the personnel

used. lt is worth

discussing this album in some detail, since

it

provides an interesting microcosm of
Phase Four politics and of the differences
belween the two important engineers, Arthurs Lilley and Bannister.
The recording was issued in 1978 and

f

warm, and rich.toned quality that goes handin-hand with Dorati's glowing account.

got away from him, as, for example, when the
pair of timpanists, drummer and pianist, battle it out in the "Presto Barbaro" section of

of the Firebird was made in

On the Waterf ronl.
Much of the lack of impact of this disc
musl lie with Eric Rogers. who is pitched in
beyond his depth. Flogers was a well-known
and respected conductor of light music; but
here the necessary crispness of execution,
as well as the gutsy. swinging phrasing that
this music demands, is missing. Even in his
liner notes, he reveals an obsessive concern

with beating complex rhythms. And in the
music, while there are individually arresting

sonic moments, they do not add up to a
coherent or gripping whole.
DVORAK: New World Symphony. New Phil-

Arthur Lilley, on the other hand, oversaw
the recording of a full symphony orchestra
in a sound that is in every way exceptional'
The soundstage is very wide and very deep'
The imaging is nothing short of superb, as
is the diireisionality of the sound. lmpact

harmonia Orchestra, Antal Dorati (cond.)
[ony DAmato (prod.); Arthur Lilley (eng.).]
Decca Phase Four PFS 4128.

That Antal Dorati has created many performancesr including this one, of particular in-

and presence are in abundance and the tran'
sients are fast and precise Despite the many
microphones and tracks used for these sessions, there is still an enviable sonic cohe'
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stage; a minimum of highlighting; and solid,

visceral sound of considerable presence.
This recording, issued in January 1968,
may not displa;, the crispest of transients
you will ever hear on Phase Four, but the
sound does have a wholly suitable creamy,

1944': Here, the spotlighting works extremely
well. But for the rest, sadly, this is one that

ind.

came at the end of the Phase Four era and
at the beginning of what one observer has
called the "Poly-DoraGramma" era of Decca.

Dorati gave the English horn theme (here
beautifully played, by the way) of the slow
movement the shape of a New England
Shaker lunq a /a "Simple Gifts'l-a treatment
that works most poignantly within the context of a largo that is superbly played and
beautifully recorded.
The recording has what I would characterize as the Lilley hallmarks: an open and
spacious, yet slightly foreshortened, sound-

the Town, which shows in the marvellously
captured jazz combo-led "Times Square,

I

(that is, non-studio) recordings for Phase
Four. He worked with orchestras in Wal'

typi'

i

This 1971 album features the Overture to
Candide, "Times Square, 1944" fiom On the
Town, the symphonic suite lrom On the
Waterfronl, excerpts trom Fancy Free, and
Symphonic Dances from West Side Slo4y.
The program promises much; but musically, the album delivers very little and is a bit
of a disappointment sonically.
This latter quality is somewhat surprising.
Arthur Bannisler is knowledgeable about
Bernstein's music and insightful concerning
the sonic potential of the music. The sonic
high-lights of the disc show this. Bannister
has a special aflinity for the music from On

earlier Decca test album, How To Give

Yourself a Stereo Check'oul, and consists
Firebird
Sulte used both in its entirety and in con'
trolled extracts to illustrate a number of im'
podant points concerning getting the best
sound from a hi-fi system,
From the initial, startlingly rich and vivid
opening chords, the superb sound is a glow'
ing testament to the skills of Bannister and
Lilley, and also an illustration of the differences between them.

Leonard Bernslein. Royal

[ony DAmato

also a time when the corporate masters bow-

Reiner sounds grandiose, even pompous, at
times. By contrast, Fbita is wittier and delves

ol

Philharmonic Orchestra, Eric Rogers (cond.).
(prod.); Arthur Bannister (eng.).]
Decca Phase Four PFS 4211.

nel as well as of recording image). lt was

I state that. compared to the Argentinian,

record

The Music

terest to both musicians and audiophiles
alike is by now well known to readers of IAS.
ln his reading of this well-loved symphony,
the maestro leads the New Philharmonia in
a richly dramatic, largescaled interpretation
that is finely paced and contains those

i

i

elegantly shaped woodwind solos that are
so important to lhe success of any performance of this work.

BIZEI The Carmen and L' Arlesienne Suites.
New Philharmonia Orchestra, Charles
Munch (cond.). ['ony DAmato (prod.); Arthur
Lilley (eng.).1 Decca Phase Four FFS 4127.
The stunning richness of the low-lying
strings in the opening ol L Arlesienne has
to be heard both for its immediate impact
and also as an outstanding example of this
engineer's command of tonal reproduction.
lndeed, throughout this album, the gloriously

rich cellos and the deep, full lower strings
and brass are the glories of the recordingas is the quality of the playing of the
beautifully captured woodwi nd.
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Here. Les Palineurs is most remarkable for
ing and

strings
ound of

is flaw-

of

indi.

vidual instrumentalists is not al all smeared
inlo a homogeneous mass. And later, the upper strings enter with a sound as sweet and
silky as the real thing.
Bonynge does good things with Meyerbeer's melodies and Lambert's orchestra'
tions. The ballet music f rom Le Cid has also
maux and the City
y Orchestra (EMl

a much more dY'
i-,a:;'tic but less balletic performance' The
sound on that EMI recording is spectacularly
brilliant, with huge dynamic range but considerable multi'mike ef{ects and less natural
orchestral balance. Coupled with Massenet's
Scenes Piitoresques and The Last S/eep of

the Virgin, it is undeniably exciting' Some
will wa-nt that sonic spectacular. But others

will prefer Bonynge because of his more idiomatic Le Cid and because it is coupled with

Mercury also recorded Sylvia conducted
by Anatole Fistoulari (SR 2-9006). Good as
Fistoulari's Sylvia was (it is a top-rank Mercury lhat sounds better than Dorati's Coppelia
because of the superior recording site and
the London Symphony Orchestra compared
to the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra), I
always regretted that Dorati didn't do it. He
was a far more dynamic conductor at the
time than Fistoulari was. Given the inlensity
and dynamics of his Coppelia, a Dorati
Sylvia with the London Symphony Orchestra
would have undoubtedly been even more of

a

revelation than Fistoulari's version.

Begardless of all of lhis, the Mercury Sylvia

is, to all intents and purposes, impossible
to find now.

This Decca Sylvia sounds a good deal like
a Mercury. Dynamic range is awesome. Bass
has tremendous depth and impact, lt is also

quite tight at the cost of being a little dry.
The recording has Wilkinson's usual wide and
deep soundstagq with little loss of clarity or

inner detail. lt lacks the usual sweetness
found in Wilkinson's Kingsway Hall recordings, but not to any harmf ul extent. The dy'
namics and orchestration of the score do not
encourage as much sweetness. And Wilkin'
son captures the darker (more yin) flavor of

the orchestra perfectly, One interesting
negative note:Though f lutes are remarkably

-llan
Decca Jubilees

PaYne

Coppelia (Decca Jubil
ing. Part of this is un
monstrous qualitative

Philharmonia and UO
Romande with which

accuraie musically, clarinets and lower
woodwinds are much more opaque and lack-

ing in dimensionality.
Surfaces on this budget pressing are

almosl flawless. lt is a winner in every waya recording and performance ranking close
to the great Dorati ballet recordings as the

finest in that genre.
.ABL

does lack the tragic element that gives
Mozart or Beethoven's music universal
dimensions, but there is much to be said for
his unalloyed charm and consummate crafts-

manship. These two symphonies are

elegant than our owrr. Doraii, who laler
recorded with this orchestra all 104 Haydn
symphonies on Decca-London, conducts
here very satisfying performances. lf the

Philharmonica Hungarica lacks the last word
in lechnical discipline. they compensate the
listener with sensitivity to the classical style.
This is not an 'buthentic" performance: no
original instruments, but rather truth to the

spirit of the slyle, not the letter. Only the
most musicologically inclined could take
issue.
My review copy of this French issue of the

original Mercury (SR 90208) was rescued
from the Paris flea market and is somewhat
worn. But reconstructing conjecturally its
original state vields a record of unusual clarii iJIsCY, with near perfeCt
ty and i;'
imbres. The record is part
string e

of the

s,

HAYDN: Symphony No. 94 ("Surprise ); SyrnFhony No.103 ("Drum Roll"). Philharmonica
Hungarica, Dorati (cond.). [W. Cozart, H.

Lawrence (producers); C.R. Fine (eng.).1
French Mercury "Magie du Son" 131.022
MSY.

Haydn once remarked that he had too
cheerful a disposition to be a truly great

recot'i
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the Vienna Konzert-

;cr'.

i.,

in some details of tonal
I iireretical thought!), to my

copy of the Mercury original (SR 90199) of
the Resphigi Ancrc:nt Airs and Dances of the
same series. Though the latter has spectacular virtues, the present recording has the
same Mercury virtues with, in addition, none
of the slight treble hardness of some pressings of contemporaneous Mercury originals
(cf. lssue 34, pp. 186-187).
Thick vinyl recordings with sound like this
no longer emanate from the big commercial
record companies, more's the pity. ln the
unlikely event that you should chance upon
a "Magie du Son" Mercury issue, acquire it
without hesitation. lf this delightful record
is a typical sample, you will find few better

recordings from then or now.

composer. History has, of course, disagreed
with his sel{-assessment. Haydn's music

sound is nearlY irresistible.

r,.cle

haus Grosser Saal, a hall that for listeners
is usually regarded as much inferior to the
similarly named, acoustically admirable
Grosser Saal of the\. ,':nna Musikverein. As
a recording V€olrr oresent hall is reverberant, indeed, g,
a fine warm glow to
the softer sounds a', rne price of a considerable ring to the loud chords-too much
ring, perhaps, for some, (Fersonally, I am
happy enough, but remember that t liked the
super-ambient Boston RCAs, too).
Even within the same series, comparing
diiir '' :.ressihgs of different recordings is
',,.d. For whatever it's worth, this
aL;',
balance

Mercury Living Presence

a

delight, a vision of a world more graceful and
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And it's all here: the resonant, clear-cut

ECM

guitaC large in size but not bloated in sound,
the many felicities of delicate (yet solid)har-

I

monics against the rhythmic thrumming, the

VASCONCELOS, EGBERTO GISMONTI:
Duas Voces. [Manfred Eicher (prod.); Jan Erik

Kongshaug (eng.).1 ECM 1279.

vocal overlays and a sheerly musical (and
sonic)excitement over the entire production.
A disc to treasure.

The other day I was on a bus traveling out
of Zurich, Switzerland, on my way to ski at

-lP

St. Anton in Austria. As the Autobahn flowed
past the window, I settled down with my Aiwa radio cassette playe4 adjusted the headphoneq and tuned to an Austrian radio station.
A guitar stunned me with a thump some-

Harpsichord Music lrom a Wild Boar

where in the middle of my skull and some
percussive zing-ings shot.through my head
from ear to ear and back again, creating the

most spectacular sounds that I had heard
on those tiny headphones.
Happily for me, Austrian radio back-announces the discs, so I was able to scribble down the name of the record. A few
weeks late( I got hold of a copy of Duas
Voces. And what a stunner!
The music is Brazilian flavored guitar and
percussion, with all of the eight tracks composed by one of the two performers.
Anyone who has heard Vasconcelos in
concert, perhaps on tour with Pat Metheny,
knows that this is an extraordinary musical

Early ltalian Harpsichord Music (music of
Antico, Trabaci, de Maque, Stella, Pasquini,

WLBR 8001.

SPEAKERS)OUCAN AFFORD
IHAT SOL]ND LIKE )OL] CAN'T

Gismonti has made a number of recordings for ECM, and I have read some mixed

reviews of his playing; here, he shows
himself to be to a fluent and imaginative
guitarist. The music that he and Vasconcelos create together consists of improvised rhythmic figures on guitar overlaid with
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voices calling-a lonely flute against distant
wind and the thunder of a shaken sheet of
metal-all this and more forms a sometimes
haunting, sometimes uplifting, sequence of
Brazilian sounds. Most extraordinary of all
is that track I heard on the bus among the
Alps, "Fogueriaiwith its implied rhythms, exotic percussion flying through the air, and

a multi-layered, crystalline guitar, ending
with an extraordinary sound which forms the
bridge to the next track, "Bianca'1
The sound of the guitar is strongly dimen-

sional with solid presence Transients are aggressively sharp and though this disc flaunts
the use of multi-tracking, there is a surprising amount of air about the instruments.
The tonal richness of the guitar is quite
juicy, with struck harmonics ringing strong
and clear. The imaging of Vasconcelos's percussion is superb.

I

Extravagant Harpsichord Music. J. S. BACH:
Toccatain 4 B\l/V 912; Prelude, Fugue, and
Allegro, BWV 998; Fantasia in C-Minor, B\NY 4
906; Concerto in the ltalian Sty/e BWV 971. ./

GEORG BOHM: Capriccio in D, S. 18;
Praeludium, Fugue, and Postludium, S. 23.
Edward Parmentier (harpsichord). [Joseph
Spencer (prod.); Michael Lynn (eng.).] Wild

(

I

Boar WLBR 8101.1
i

I

talent. This record proves he also has a vivid

musical imagination.

.,

Frescobaldi, Rossi, and Storace). Edward /
f?armentier (harpsichord). [Joseph Spencer .
(prod.); Peter Sutheim (eng.).] Wild Boar

These are the best-sounding harpsichord
records I know. I have not made anything like
an exhaustive survey, but have, of late, been
hearing a few harpsichords in homes and
public performance, and I've come to realize
that only rarely have I heard a recording of an
instrument sound so much like the real thing.
The harpsichord is not intrinsically dynamic;
but, as with any plucked instrument, there is
greater loudness of attack at the leading edge
of notes; and, especially in recording venues
as resonant as the two captured here, reverberation and decay are strong and long-lived.
Here the sound of quill hitting string is clear;

the air surrounding the box is warm and
alive. The harpsichord is revealed for the
great and expressive instrument it is rather
than the tinkly, metallic insubstantiality we
hear on so many Polygroan issues. These
records arg therefore, quite sufficient to test
the dynamic abilities of the best playback
equipment, not with loud orchestral climaxes, but with carefully preserved nuances
in low- and medium-level dynamics.
tff,ese records are available from Harmonia Mu*

di USA,3364 S. Robertson Blvd., los
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Angeles, CA.
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